
Northumberland County’s “Head for the Hills” Road Rally                          QUESTIONS  (updated Aug 2019) 

 
You’ll enjoy this 75km journey which should take you under 2 hours as you travel through countryside, taking 
in a few commanding lake views, a chance to shop at a couple of general stores, and gain a little history along 
the way.    The rally ends where you began. 
 
You are looking for permanent signage, landmarks or structures some of which will take you out of your car to 
find.  
 
Keep in mind that not all odometers are the same, when you get close to the directed distance, slow down 
(pull over for safety), and start looking.   
 
Familiarize yourself with these codes before you begin: 
SA  - straight ahead  
TR -  turn right 
TL - turn left  
BR - bear right  
BL - bear left 
DB – double back 
 
You’re beginning at Northumberland Mall, 1111 Elgin Street West, Cobourg.  To begin, exit the double-pillared 
main entrance turning left on County Road #2. 
 

1.  SA  2.6km 
 

2.  TR and go SA  .6km then stop.   “What is the website?” __________________________________ 
 

3.  SA to stop sign.  SA .9km and stop.   Not 42  ___________________________ 
 

4.  SA to stop sign.  SA 1.9km        “How many chevrons?”   __________ 
 

5.  SA to stop sign.  TL and SA to stop sign. 
 

6.  TR and SA 2km. “Singer,  Michael ___________ “ 
 

7.  SA to stop sign then TL. SA to stop sign then TL.   SA  1km then TR.     SA 3.5 km then stop.   
“Who’s proud?” ___________________________ 
 

8.   SA to stop sign then TR.  SA 2.4km then stop.  TL and park.  
 “When was Matilda nursed into rest?” ________________________ 
 

9.   Come out of parking lot and TL.  SA to stop sign then TL.  SA to stop sign.  SA to stop sign then TR. 
 

10.   SA to stop sign then TL.  SA .6km then stop.  “What was the generous wage of the day?” _______ 
 

11.   SA to stop sign.   SA .1km  “License # ?” _________________ 
 
 



12.   SA 4.9km then TR.  SA to stop sign, TL to stop sign.  TR then SA 1.1km then TL 
 
“What should you insist upon?”  ________________ 

 
13.   DB  to stop sign and TL.  SA to stop sign and TR.  SA .4km and TR.  SA 2.6 km and TL 

 
14.   SA to stop sign then TR.  SA .6km  “Rocky cliff”  __________________  ** 

 
15.   SA to stop sign and SA to stop sign.  TL and go SA 2.8km then TR.  SA .5km then TL.  You should be 

where you began. 
 

 

Congratulations on completing the rally! 
 
**  Question 14’s answer is to be put into the subject line when you email info@northumberlandtourism.com 
so you can automatically obtain a list of answers. 
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